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Around early there is definitely a gush over a past gay romantic relationship; despite 

How cliché that seems, … 

With the aggressive assertion of a seemingly straight perhaps young marriage 
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Also these kids seem a lot older than standard high school age; was the term replaced with some other 

phase of development and-or was this term of high school age older than has been considered recently 

standard h.s. age,  

“cops” showing up attempt, combined with a possible car crash, … or something like that, [theme: that’s 

why we say call the cops and not the “cops” and that’s why we say if you’re not sure don’t call 

because the “cops” may show up and not the cops; and if you really can’t help it, then/--an that’s a 

different context] 

So there seem to be two groups [of the presumed original cluster] from the no joke: combat after 

“crime” analysis stand-in sight, 

How was life going to take place; as if some of them had not uh died, … 

The premise secret but not completely covered up is, big surprise: some of them died [or all of them?], 

after and before 

The dis-satisfaction with the life that has happened perhaps a leniency toward the after and before 

caused by??, death. 

The description of at least one of the deaths, …  

Possible important interactional questions: were there money inheritance divisions in Philly, [especially 

then] In the date area the movie takes place,  

Problems that yet have to be solved in society: traditions of drinking/against alcoholism,  

Finally an additional reference to death and or murder in that scene; complimented by the 

over=assaulting persona enacting something conscribing murder and so then complemented 

by addressing more sight-able jewelry, [“financial problem” mentions combined by  

more notice-able or hard to miss jewelry, the connection?] 

[left-off 51:49 approximately]  

General-summary utilizable-s from  

advanced militia nature; but pertained anywhere: 

Don’t be surprised if even in straight romantic groups; there is a gay romantic backdrop [and at least; 

because it might not just be in or just stay in the backdrop]; at another level avoiding the general 

obvious; why show up that way? But don’t ignore this obvious: why not try the reverse direction to 

correct certain unjust hate crimes … from a society combat control perspective especially in cluster 

groups not moving far enough along in societal development; i.e. actual societal development is, are …  

Don’t be surprised that financial problems turn up: which are a flare signifying problems somewhere and 

not necessarily in the groups and-or persons experience-ing the desperation of financial problems ; and 

so don’t be surprised when the flare appears in society actual  
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Don’t be surprised when such cluster groups haven’t thought more deeply about the future of society, 

and this includes themselves; but what’s gonna happen when you come into this segment of … society 

interaction 

[Example: I just sit around in my house all day, which is free forever; and so I don’t interact with anyone 

and society [almost at all] 

Answer: Yeah but the house and-or building you live in does interact with society all time long [and like 

in an entropy main way] 

] 

Don’t expect that alcohol remediation and-or other remediation issues are addressed in especially such 

cluster groups; when they manifest whether real or not; that demonstrates a connection [and perhaps 

finally] to actual further developing society,  

 


